BFF’s!

We are a Bonded Pair, what you might call Best Friends Forever. We would really like to be adopted together!

Here are some great benefits for you to adopt us both:

• Not only do you save two lives instead of just one but you’ll get twice the love! We promise!

• Our new home and family will seem less stressful to us when faced with our bonded partner.

• A pair of bonded pets like us is often less work than single pets. We keep each other entertained when left alone.

• Less likely to see destructive behaviors due to boredom or separation anxiety as we have a playmate already with us.

• If you had planned on having more than one pet you already know that we will get along with each other!

• Bonded pairs don’t exclude other animals and people, we just increase the amount of love in the home by two! As always a “Meet and Greet” with your resident dog(s) is encouraged.

• Bonded pairs tend to live longer and healthier lives.

If you want more information about Bonded Pairs please ask a staff member or volunteers.